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The object of this paper is to study some intersectional properties of certain families of sets 
on the circle and on the line. On the circle the families consist of arcs, and on the line they 
consist of unions of p intervals for some p > 1. The results are related to the classical theorem 
of Helly and to a result of Griinbaum and Motzkir.. 
1. Iatmdadion 
A family 9 of n sets is said to be 8(t), 1~ t c n, if the intersection of every t
members of 9 is non-empty. 9 is said to be sP( m j, 1 C m C n, if the intersection of 
some m members of s is non-empty. Finally, 9 is said to be d(n) if the 
intersection of all n members of 9 is non-empty. 
The linear case of a well-known result of Helly [S] states that if 9 is a family of 
n closed intervals on the line, then g(2) implies d(n). We include a very short 
proof. Let 9 = ([q, bi] 11 s i s PI}. Then a = max {% 11 G i s n) belongs to n 9. 
This problem has been modified in at least two ways. First, the line is replaced 
by the circle, with the intervals now becoming arcs. Secondly, the intervals on the 
the line are replaced by disjoirt unio:c of 2,3, . . . , p, . . . intervals, which we shall 
call twins, triplets, . . . , p-tuplets, . . . , and so on. 
It is of interest to note that, in both modifications, simple cou -iterexamples 
show that not even %( n - 3) implies d(n). Two questions are then raised. 
(A) What is the maximal number m such that 8(r) implies 9’(m)? 
(B) What further conditions are required to ensure that g(r) implies 524(n) for 
some r? 
Most results in the literature are of type (B). Hadwiger, Debrunner and Klee 
[4] have compiled several results on arcs on &he circle. 
(1) If a family cf n arcs is such that each arc is smaller than a semicircle, then 
8(3) implies 8(n). 
(2) If a family of n arcs is such that each arc is smaller than one-third of a 
circle, then Z( 2) implies &( n ). 
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Results on twins and triplets on the line are contained in papers by Grhbaum 
and Motzkin [3] and Larman [g], which deal with the general problem in any 
finite dimension. 
(3) If a fam 1 i y of n twins is such that the intersection of every pair of twins is 
Aso a twin, then g(4) implies d(n). 
(4) If a family of n triplets is such that the intersection of every pair or trio of 
triplets is also a triplet, then g(6) implies d(n). 
On the other hand, we found only one result of type (A), mentioned by 
Fadwiger, Debrunner and Klee [3]: If 9 is a family of n arcs on the circle which 
is Z%‘(2), then there exist a pair of antipodal points such that each arc in 9 contains 
either of them. It follows then that g’(2) implies Y&r). 
We pursue the research in this direction. Let m = m(r, 54) be the maximal 
number such that ZJ r) implies Y’(m) for any family of n arcs on the circle. Thus 
the above result will read m(2, n) 3 n/2. We are able to determine rn( r, II) 
explicitly. 
vn(r,n)=n+l- !. 
11 r 
The proof is contained in Section 2. 
Now let p > 1 and let m = m(p, r, n) be the maximal number such that g(r) 
implies Y(m) for any family of n P-tuplets on the line. We are only able to 
determine three non-trivial values. 
fi~(2,2,5) = m(2,2,6) = m(2,2,7) = 3. 
However, we manage to establish the existence of 
c(p. r) = lim 
m(p, r, n) 
)I --8x n 
and prove that 
c(p, r) 3 (pr)“(‘-). 
Fcr p -- 2, WC have 
.y- IO ’ r-1 
--Cc(2, r)<-- w- 1 r ’ 
and for r 12. 
Furthermore, 
and 
Thr;: p. oafs are given in Section 3. 
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We point out that most of our results in Section 3 c2rr-y over directly to 
p-tuplets on the circle. In an earlier paper ([6]), we considered a special type of 
twins on the circle and used the result to solve a problem on common transversals. 
For a generalization to p-tuplets in higher dimensional Euclidean spaces, see [7]. 
For other related problems, consult the comprehensive paper of Danzer, 
Griinbaum and Klee [1] and the excellent bibliography section in Hadwiger, 
Debrunner and Klee 133. 
2. Aresontbedrde 
It may be assumed that till arcs are less than the circle. We 
[a, h] to denote an arc on the circle where u is the starting 
endpokt of the arc when tracing it in the clockwise direction. 
Theorem 1. m(r,rk+l)G(r-l)k+l. 
use the notation 
point and 6 the 
Proof. Let N={a,,a, ,..., ti : J be rk + 1 distinct points on the circle in clock- 
wise order. Define 
!9={[@,a,,-,jk+i]I lsisrk+l} 
with (r - 1)k + i reduced (mod rk + 1) if necessary. Clearly 9 is not SP((r - 1)k + 2). 
Now every arc contains (r - 1)k + 1 of the points in N. Let F1, F,, . . . , F, be arcs 
in s. Then there are r(rk - k + 1) ordered pairs (a, Fi) where a E N i7 Fj and 
1 +=r. Since 
(rk+l)(r-l)>r(rk-k+l), 
it follows that there exists a point Q E N such that a E Fj for 1 G j < r. Hence 9 is 
8(r) and the proof is completed. Cl 
Theorem 2. tn(r, rk)a(r- 1)k + 1. 
Pmof. Suppose 4F = (6 1 1 G i s rk) is a family qaf rk arcs which is 8(r). We shA1 
show that s is SP((r- 1)k + 1). Let Fi =[Ui, bi] with al, ~2, . . . , ark in clockwise 
y relabelling if necessary, let F, be the arc which contains the minimal 
number Of the points ul, 4z2, . . . , qk ; say F1 Contains a,, u2, . . . , a, for some t, 
lstsrk. If ta(r-l)k+l, then a+n{fi 1 lsis(r-B)k+l} and 9 is 
9((r- 1)k -t 1). Hence we may assume that t+r- I)k. 
Let It,, = 1. For Osj~r-3, hj having :en chosen, define h,, 1 = 
max{i 1 a,,$ Fi). We have kj+l G t as otherwisl, F, n( ni:i _F,) =.FI. If h,+l s 
k+hi-1, then 
and * is SP((r- 1)k + 1). Hence we may assume that h,+l ak +kj. 
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Consider the point x = ahr_*. Now x E 6 for i S h-, as hr_26 t. Also x E 6 for 
i > t as otherwise Fi nF1 n (n;Z: Fh) =@‘. Hence x belongs to a total of 
r-3 
h,_,+(rk-t)= C (hi+,-hj)+h,+(rk-2) 
j=I 
2 k(r-3)+(k+ l)+(rk-(r-l)&) 
=(r-l)k+l 
arcs. This completes the proof of the Theorem. q 
Theorem 3. 
m(r, rk) = (r - l)k + 1 
and 
m(r, rk+i)=(r-l)k+i for lsisr-I. 
Proof. We have m (r, rk) = m( r, rk + 1) = (r - 1)k + 1 from Theorems 1 and 2. The 
second statement follows from the obvious inequality m(r, n + 1) s m( r, n) + 1 and 
the pigeonhole principle U 
COrdhy. m(r, n) = n 4- 1 -{tt/r). 
3. p-tuplets on the line 
3.1. Preliminary results 
We first determine some non-trivial values of m(p, r, n). 
I’heocem 4, m(2,2,5) = m(2,2,6) = m(2,2,7) = 3. 
MM. B Jc first show that m(2,2,?) G 3. Let S = (5 1 I s i s7) be defined by 
c, = [a, 0.53 u [3, SS], 
Fz = [O. 1 S] u [7,9.S], 
F3 = [0,2.5] U [6,8.5], 
F4=[l, 35]u[ll\ 11.5-J, 
F5 = [2,4.5] U [8, lO.S], 
F6 = [4,6.5-J u [9,11 S-J, 
F, = [S, 7S]u[lO, ll.S]. 
Tt is easy to verify that 3F is g(2) but not P’(4). 
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To show that m(2,2,5) 2 3, suppose m(2,2,5) s 2 and let 93 be the interval 
graph on 10 vertices which a suitable choice of 5 twins provides. 3 is a forest since 
it is an interval graph and has no triangles. Thus $I has at most 9 edges. However, 
each of the (g) = 10 pairs of twins has non-empty intersection, which requires g to 
have at least 10 edges. Thus we have a contradiction. Since 
3 s m(2,2,5) s :n(2,2,6) s m(2,2,7) s 3, 
the theorem is proved. El 
To establish the existence of c(p, I), first observe that m(p, r, n + 1)~ 
m(p, r, n)+ 1 and that m(p, r, kn)skm(p, r, n). Now we prove a more general 
result which is adapted from Fekete [2]. 
‘b@r@m 5. If f(n) is a function on integral values satisfying f( n + 1) S f(n) + 1 rrtd 
f(kn) s kf(n), then lim,, f( n)/n exists. 
Roof. Let a = lim,, f(n)/n. LRt o >O be given. We shall show that for all 
sufficiently large n, f (n)/n < a + 8. 
Since a is the inferior limit, there exists a t such that f(t)/t C cy +$. For 
sufficiently large n, write n = kt + i, OS i G t - 1. Now 
f(n)=f(kt+i)skf(t)+i 
<kt(ti+$e)+i=n((~+$)-i(a+$-1). 
Thus 
f( ) n -<a+$- i(ar+&-l)<a+e 1 
n n 
aqd the theorem follows. 0 
Fekete‘s result actually states t:Tat lim,, f (n)/n exists if f(nI + n,) s 
f(h)+f(n2) for any rh, n2. We believe, but cannot prove, that m(p, r, n) P 3 
subadditive. 
3.2. Upper bounds for c(p, r) 
The proof in Theorem 4 that m(2,2,7) G 3 is based on a combinatorial idea 
which we formulate as follows. Consider a sequence Q of length np containing p 
appearances of each of the elements in {1,2, . . . , n} in an arbitrary order. For 
any subset A of {1,2,..., n}, define &(A) to be the minimal length of a 
consecutive block in Q which contains all elements in A. For l< r( n, define 
d,(r) = max {&(A) 1 IAl = r}. 
Based on Q, we construct a family of n p-tuplets as follows. For 1 =S i =Z n and 
1 sj s p, replace the jth appearance of i in Q by a closed interval Ej. TWO 
intervals intersect if and only if the terms of Q they replace lie within a 
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consecub .e block in k 0 nf length d,(r). Now let 9 = { Fj 1 1 S i s n} with 
Fi=l$,UFizU*‘*Ul$p. 
It is clear that S is g(r) but not 9’&(r) + 1). 
The sequence underlying the proof of m(2,2,7) S 3 is 
12345167325674, 
which is optimal. The following general result utilizes the sequence 
Theorem 6. ~(2, r)s(r- 1)/r. 
Proof. Let yt = rk for some ti > 1. We shall prove the theorem by constructing a
family 9 = {F, 1 1 G i 6 rk} of pk twins which is S(r) but not SP((r- 1)k +2). 
Define 
fi =[i,(r-l)k+i]U[rk+i,(2r-l)k+i] for lsisrk. 
It is easy to see that for Xj, F,nF,+g if and only if j-i+r-1)k or 
rk + i - j s (r - 1) k. It follows :,hat 9 is not SP((r - i)k + 2). 
Let 
N=(l,2,..., rk}=N,UN#*dN, 
where for 1 c t G r, 
N, = {(r - 1)k + h 1 1 s h s k}. 
Let A c N with IA[ = r. To show that S is 27(r), we need show that niEA e#$l. 
We consider two cases. 
(i) A n N, = fl for some t. In this case, i E A means i 3 tk + 1 or i s (t - 1)k. If 
i~~ttk~ 1, th,:n 
. .:rk+ls(r+t-l)k+ld(r-l)k+i. 
If i<(t-Uk, then 
rk+i<(r+t- t)k+ls(2r-l)k+i. 
Hence (r+t-l)k+lEJ;i for all iEA. 
(ii) IAiXV,l= 1 for all t. Let A={a,,al,...,cq} where u,ENI for lstsr* 
Write a, =(t-l)k+k,. I&et h=min(h, 1 l<rar) and let x=(t-l)k+h. For 
a, E A such that ut S= x, 
since !, S a,. For ~1, E A such that x <a,, we must have Q, B x + k. Hence 
u, =xk + 1 e(r-I-t- I)& -t-h s(r- I)& +a, 
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Thus (r+ t - 1)k + h E F, for all a, E A. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
For I = 2, Theorem 6 yields c(2,2) s4, which is weaker than c(2,2) s $, implied 
by Theorem 4. We shall improve this result by a refinement of the argument in 
Theorem 4. 
eorem 7. c(2,2)S& 
Proof. We shall make use of the following sequence Q. 
1234561782563874, 
where k(2) = 4. From it, we may obtain directly a family of 8 twins which is g(2) 
but not V(S). 
For any integer k > 1, replace each term in 0 by a block of k distinct numbers. 
Both appearances of a term in Q are identically replaced, while the replacements 
for distinct terms are disjoint. This yields a new sequence 0’ of 8k terms, and we 
now show that d,.(2) = 3k + 1. 
In 0, were it not for the pairs { 1,4} and {5,7}, we could have dJ2) = 3. Note 
that 4 is flanked on both sides in Q by 1, satisfying dO({ 1,4}) = 4 in both 
directions. An identical situation exists for 5 and 7. 
Let a and b be any numbers in the replacements for 1 and 4 respectively. 
Let a, and a, denote the first and second appearances of a respectively and 15~ the 
first appearance of b. We have &,((a,, b,}) + dQe({b,. a,}) = 6k + 2. Hence either 
&({a,, b,})c3k + 1 or d,.({b,, a,})s3k + 1. Consequently we have dol({a, 6;)~ 
3k + 1, and a and 6 may be chosen so that equality holds. Replacements for the 
terms 5 and 7 in Q are similarly dealt with. Thus we have d,.(2)=3k + 1 as 
claimed. 
Now a family of 8k twins which is 8(2) but not SP(3k +2) may be obtained. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. El 
We cannot find an upper bound for c(p, r) which depexis on both p and r. 
However, since c@, r)~ ~(2, r) for p > 2, Theorem 6 serves the purpose. We do 
have an upper bound which depends on p. 
Themm 8. c(p, 2)s l/p. 
Proof. Let %!I be a complete graph on { 1,2, . . . ,2p -t 1). Now 93 has an Euler path 
starting from and ending in 2p-t- 1. Obtain a sequence Q f* ,G this path by 
deleting all appearances of 2p + 1. Clearly d,(2) = 2 as 93 is a complete graph. 
Hence we may obtain a family 9 of 2p p-tuplets which is E$(2) but not Y(3). The 
theorem now follows by making duplicate copies of 9 which overlay one 
another. 
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3.3. Lower bounds for c(p, r) 
The proof of the following general ower bound for c(p, r) depends on a simple 
observation which we have made in Section 1. If n r= 1 [q, bi] is non-empty, then 
it must contain one of the a’s. 
Theorem 9. c(p, r) 2 (pr)*‘(‘+? 
Proof. Let @ = (& 1 1 G i s n) be a family of n p-tuplets which is Z?(r). Let 
Let A be a subset of (1,2,. . . , n} with IAI= r. Since s is 8(r), nie& is 
non-empty, and must contain at least one of the points Qii for some k A and 
some j, 1 ~j G p. Let one such point be labelled A. 
Note that there are altogether (T) labels, each being applied to one of the points 
in (aii f 1 c i s n, 1 G j G p}. Hence at least one point q, must be labelled at least 
(l/pn)(:) times. 
Now a,, belongs to I$ for any i which belongs to any label on &,. Each label on 
a,, consists of s and r - 1 other numbers from ( 1,2, . . . , n}. Let h be the smallest 
integer such that 
It follows that a,, belongs to at least h p-tuplets. A crude estimate yields 
hZ(n-r-t- l)(pr)*‘“-“, 
Note thp* if p is fixed, Theorem 9 shows that c(p, r) tends to 1 as r tends to 
infinity. 
We now turn our attevltion to twins. First we prove a lower bound for ~(2, r) 
which, for sufficiently large r, is superior to ~(2, r) a (2r)““-” given by Theorem 
9. 
Theorem 10. 42, r)a(r - lo)&- 1). 
Proof. 1 ,et S={F 1 I s i in) be a family of n twins which is 8(r). We may 
assu!tie bhat 9 is not %‘( ‘*+ 1). By relabelling if necessary, let FI n I$ n l * l nE+, = 
c3. 
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Define Bi = n (4 11 sibr+l,i#j} for l+~r+l. Note that the B’s are 
disjoint. Let 
a,=min{+e~I3~ for some i, ldjar+l} 
and 
q+1=max{xIxE13i for some i, lGjGr+l}. 
By relabelling if necessary, assume that al E BI and q+l E I3*+*. 
For 2 b j G r, choose (li E I3I and again by relabelling if necessary, assume 
a2<a3<* l 8 <a, Note of course that alea and cr,C&+,. 
For 2skbhbr, define &=n{~IlGGr+l,i#k,k}. We claim 
Dlh,, c [a,, q+,] with thd possible exception of at most two of the D’s. 
Suppose on the contrary &,$ [q, q+J for 1 s i ~3. Choose 
that 
that 
Xi E 
Db.b -[a,, 4, J. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x1 G xz < a,. 
Since B,C[O,,h+J for 2~jsr, we have x1#x2 and x,&F,,UF,. Since 
(k,, h) # (kz, h2), we may 8ssme that k, # k, # h,. Now x1 E Fk,, x,$ Fk,, a, E Fk,, 
a&Fk, and ~+~~~~, with ~~<x~<a,<ak,<q+,. This contradicts the fact that 
Fk, is a twin. 
Without loss of generality, assume that Qh, and DkzVh, are the orJy two D’s 
not contained in [u,, q+J, and that -:1 < k2. Relabel the twins FI, F,, . . . , Fr+l as 
follows. Fk, becomes F, and F& becomes Fr+l. E remains Tlndisturbed for i < k,. 
becomes & _ l for k, < i C k2 and becomes I& for i > k,. 
NOW we have u~<u~C==*C&_,, $EBj for l~j~r+l and Dk,h~[~l,uJ 
for 2sk<hgr-2. For 2~k~r-3, define 
Ek = n {Fi 1 l~i~r+l,ifk,k+l}. 
We claim that Ek ~[a~_,, ak+J. 
Suppose there exists x E Ek such :hat a, sx <uk_, or uk+*Cx Qq+ Now 
x $+! Fk n Fk+ 1. Without loss of generalAy, assume that u1 G x C ak-l and x$!! Fk. 
NOW alEFk, x#F,, t&_,EFk, t&L’& and CL k+*EFk, with ~I<~<~k_lc~k<ak+~. 
This is a contradiction as Fk is a twin. 
Now let F be any twin other than F,, F2, . . . , F,.,_,. Consider F n Ek for 
2 G k G r-3. This is an intersection of r twins, and thus is non-empty. Since 
Ek t[&+ @+2]% it fOlloWs that Fn[&+ &+z]#g for 2sksr-3. 
Since F is a twin, it must contain at least (r - 1) - 9 of the points 
a,, a2,. . l , q_1. There are altogether n - r - 1 twins besides F1, &, . . . , F,+*. 
Hence at least one of the points must belong to 
(n-r-l)(r--10) -- 
f-l 
twins as well as to I’ of the twins F,, F2, . . . . Fr+1. Since 
(n-r-l)(r-lO)+r>n(r-lo) - 
t-l r-l ’ 
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it follows thdt 
r-10 
c(2,r)ar - 
and the theorem is proved. 0 
For small values of r, the above lower bound is not very meaningful. For r = 2, 
Theorem 9 yields c(2,2) 2 $. The following argument which improves the bound 
to c(2,2) 35 is due to J. Komlos. 
Let 9 be a family of n twins which is g(2). Take the convex hull of each twin in 
5 By Helly’s Theorem, their intersection contains at least one point X. 
Let % = {G E 3 1 xq! G). If I%( < 2n/3, we have finished. Assume therefore that 
%={Gi 1 lsi -C k} for some k > 2n/3. Let Gi = Ai U Bi with Ai to the left and Bi 
to the right of X. If Ai n Aj = 0 for some i and j, let Cij = Bi U Bi. Cij is a closed 
interval as !$ is g(2). 
We claim that if Cij and C,, are defined, then they intersect. Assuming the 
contrary, we have Bi n Bk = Bi 17 B,, = Bj n Bk = Bj II & = 8. Since 3F is g(2), we 
must have Ai nA,# 0, Ai nA,# 0, Aj nA,# 0 and Aj nA,# $% This cannot 
happen without violating Ai n Ai = Ak n A,, = 0. 
By Helly’s Theorem, there exists a point y in n (Bi U Bi 1 Ai c7 Ai = 8). Let 
d={Ai 1 lSiSk,y$Bi) and %=(Bi 1 lSisk,yEBI). 
If I%!> k/2 > n/3, we have finished. Assume therefore that \&I 3 k/2 > n/3. We 
claim that ti is g(2). 
Let Ai and Aj be two distinct intervals in .s& If Ai n Ai = 8, then y E Bi or 
y E Bi, a contradiction. By Helly’s Theorem once more, n 90 # 0 and the argu- 
ment is completed. q 
For r = 3, we have c(2,3)> l/& from Theorem 9. We improve this by an ad 
i;oc argument. 
‘-q(J$. . 1 .,tt p‘ = {F, 1 1 <i s n) be a family of n twins which is QB (3). Let Fi = 
[ai, pi] u 1 c*iq cli] with ai < bi < ci < diq 1 s i s TV. Let a = max {Ui 1 1 s i s IZ} and d = 
min {d, 1 1 SI L 6 n). Now a = ak for some k and d = ck?, for some h. Clearly f& s & 
as otherwise Fk n Fl, = 8. 
We claim that each E contains either ak or &, a stronger assertion than 
c(2,3) 2 ;. Suppose fi does not contain ak or d,,. Then we must have bi C i& s 
n,, < c, and fi n [a,, dl, j = g . However, [ak, d,, ] 2 Fk n F,,, SO that E n Fk n Fh = Q). 
This is a contradiction and the theorem is proved. 0 
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